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Cole was cradling his busted-zipper duffle bag so that his socks wouldn’t spill out. 
I held a pair of his cardboard boxes, stacked on top of each other. Even though we 
hadn’t spoken in months, my older brother had called me up to help him move out 
of the collective farm where he’d spent the last three-and-a-half years of his life. As 
we stepped outside, the screen door to the kitchen slammed behind us and a cluster 
of chickens scattered into a row of mustard greens. The collective’s white-haired 
founder—Mathieu or Mateo, I couldn’t remember—who had donated his family’s 
land back in the 1970s, was repairing something and cursing inside the rear shed. 
Its plank walls muffled the sound of his clanking tools and AM radio. Chiara, 
who’d ditched a softball scholarship to join the farm, was chopping firewood near 
the driveway. As Cole and I walked past, she only grunted with effort. Even Cole’s 
closest friend Oliver wasn’t around. We loaded the bag and the boxes into the trunk. 
No one said goodbye to him. 
 I looked in the rearview mirror and then over at my brother. Viewed in profile 
with his mouth hanging slack, Cole looked like he was devouring the passing pine 
trees and mile markers from the window behind him. Since I’d last seen him, he’d 
grown a beatnik soul patch on his lower lip and a Hitler mustache on the upper: 
inversion of each other. 
 “You know you’re going to have to shave that off,” I said.
 “What am I going to be doing at this job?” he asked, annoyed.
 “It’s easy. You just answer phones. It’s for some furniture importer.”
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 “Why did I have to lie about having a college degree to answer phones?” 
 The temp agency didn’t hire anyone without a college degree. “I mean, ide-
ally,” I said, looking at his shaggy, unevenly cut brown hair, “you’d probably get a 
haircut, too.”
 He groaned, kicked his shoes up onto the dashboard. Pebbles and granules of 
chicken feed popped free of the tread on the bottom of his Pumas and rolled across 
the dash.
 “You never used to hate haircuts,” I said, and that got a reluctant smile out of 
him. Our mom used to take us to SuperCuts and, at one point, he confessed to me 
that he touched himself under the big white apron they drape over you. The next 
time we went, I watched Sylvia, who always cut our hair, smile into the mirror at the 
subtle rhythmic motion in his lap. I got up the nerve to try it myself. She cringingly 
gave me a lopsided crew cut. 
 “You know I hooked up with her during junior college?” he said, smiling. “I 
had an anthro lecture class with her. It turned out she’d been taking night classes 
there all along. She totally blew me in parking lot C.” Cole had been born with swol-
len adenoids, which had given him sibilant S’s until mom signed him up for speech 
therapy in second grade. Just then I’d heard the smallest hint of it.

As Cole and I took exit 169, the off-ramp shunted us under the I-5 and I found 
myself slowing beneath the underpass: for me, a landmark. Through repeated 
exposure, it had become familiar: the apartment I shared with my girlfriend, M, 
was walking distance from the QFC supermarket and the direct route went beneath 
this elevated section of the freeway. Its graffiti had been defaced. Crass sections 
had been crossed out and replaced with positive messages.  “Clayton Bennett is a 
cock-bitch-junkie” became “Clayton Bennett is a cock-bitch-junkie a child of God.” 
Likewise, “Shit don’t sleep” was now “The human soul Shit don’t sleep.” “Pussy 
has no face” had been replaced with “Pussy has no face All of us are repositories of 
deep humanity and feeling beyond our greatest expectations.” The changes were 
obviously well intentioned and yet there was almost something violent about the 
erasure: replacing a multitude of viewpoints with a single benign one.

“They’re wearing skin-tight jeans and nothing else,” M continued. Her work sched-
ule was erratic and, instead of helping with the move, she’d worked a ten-hour 
day—a Sunday—doing makeup for a photo shoot. She, Cole, and I were seated 
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around the small circular table in her (and my) living room, which would soon 
become Cole’s bedroom. “But what’s funny is not only do they all have huge eyes, 
which for teen modeling is more or less the industry standard, but—” 
 Cole coughed up a little piece of mizuna lettuce that dangled wetly beside his 
soul patch until he slurped it back down. He cleared his throat. “In Denmark they 
say every time you cough, it means someone is Googling you.”

 “Cole,” I said flatly, “no one is Googling you.”
 M smiled a little while she chewed and squinted 
at him. “Maybe someone in Denmark is.” 
 I struck grit in my bite of field greens. 
 “So what brings you to stay with us?” she asked.
 “Yeah,” I said. I’d been wanting to ask. “It 
seemed like you were in a hurry to get out of there.” 
 Cole contemplatively salted his spaghetti until a 
little white pile sat unabsorbed on top of the sauce. 
“Have you heard the one about two guys peeing off a 
bridge?”

 I nodded. M looked unsure.
 “Two men are standing on a bridge peeing into a river. The first guy says, ‘That 
water sure is cold.’ The second guy says, ‘Yeah, and it’s deep, too.” Cole squinted 
suspiciously at a group photo of M’s and my mutual friends tacked to the wall. “That 
river that their dicks are dangling in,” Cole said, “could be named ‘Human Cruelty’ 
because it, too, runs deep and cold. That’s why I had to leave,” he said, as if that 
ought to resolve the situation.
 My confused laugh sounded like “huh.”
 M did the dishes. Cole and I opened the fold-out couch, then stretched the 
fitted sheet’s corners over the mattress. A rerun of the sitcom Friends with Benefits 
was on. It’s about a woman in her early thirties whose thyroid cancer has gone into 
remission and she’s, like, completely healthy but, because of her pre-existing condi-
tion, she’s uninsurable at any cost. She marries her drinking buddy from college, 
who has partner benefits on his Cadillac health insurance plan: low deductibles, 
great coverage. In the early episodes, a lot of the comedy comes from their marriage 
being a total sham—like their awkward kiss under the mistletoe at the company 
Christmas party. They’re mismatched in all kinds of ways: he’s uptight and career-
driven, whereas her brush with cancer has taught her to savor life. The romantic 
tension builds until the season two finale, which ends with them sleeping together. 

She pantomimed 
a moan, conscious 
of my brother in 
the next room. 
Even as a practi-
cal consideration, 
his entry into 
her mind during 
orgasm immedi-
ately bothered me.
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But instead of letting the narrative propulsion dissipate, a routine exam in the fall 
premiere indicates her cancer has returned and spread. The show had gone from 
pilot to mega-hit to two back-to-back syndicated reruns per night all during the 
time Cole had spent living in the TV-less farmhouse. Cole was transfixed by it. I 
slid open the closet door and got out my sleeping bag. Until I’d moved in with M, 
that sleeping bag had served as my comforter. Cole would have to similarly make 
do. With the sofa bed unfolded, I jealously noted that its dimensions exceeded M’s 
and my mattress. Finished with the dishes, M had to skirt around the mattress’s 
yawning expanse to move from the kitchen through the small living room to our 
bedroom.
 With the door to our room closed, the TV’s drone was still audible. Cole 
would be able to hear anything M and I said, which made a discussion of his arrival 
impossible. M flipped through her box of caseless cassettes—R. Kelly, Wu-Tang, 
Blonde Redhead—and I loaded a burned disc of Brazilian tropicália into a portable 
CD player I kept on the bedside table next to her birth control pills’ pink case. I 
put on my large black headphones; she slipped in her earbuds. Three tracks into 
Caetano Veloso’s 1969 self-titled album, I was going down on her. M’s always been 
a little paunchy but I barely notice when she’s on her back. The soft part above 
her vaj pouts out just a little bit. She keeps it totally waxed—no landing strip, no 
nothing. As I licked it, I had an uncomfortable association with the topless teenage 
models she’d mentioned at dinner and was trying to push them out of my mind. As 
she tilted her leg in order to direct my efforts toward the appropriate regions, her 
knee pushed my headphones loose. The black speaker cups were dangling around 
my neck and Veloso’s gentle guitar was suddenly tinny and accompanied by somber 
dialogue from the television in the next room. Sitting up to adjust, I accidentally 
reached the end of the headphones’ cord and tugged the CD player off the night-
stand onto the floor with a loud wham, unheard by M with her earbuds in. She 
looked up at my startled face curiously, expectantly, her spread legs forming two 
halves of an isosceles triangle. I took off my headphones, slid two fingers inside her, 
and returned to what I’d been doing. 
 She pantomimed a moan, conscious of my brother in the next room. Even 
as a practical consideration, his entry into her mind during orgasm immediately 
bothered me. She rubbed the head of my cock for a few minutes then I rubbed it 
against her thigh and blew my wad on her stomach. The CD player was still whirl-
ing upside-down on top of a pile of our clothes beside the bed. I reached over to 
press stop and heard its little motor wind down. When I looked up, M was smiling 
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at me and had plucked out one of her headphones, still emitting the coos of Blonde 
Redhead, from her right ear. “If we adopt, can I still be a MILF?” she asked.
 “Of course, baby,” I said, reassuringly, “because I’ll still want to fuck you.” 
After I said it, I took a moment to think about whether or not it was true and, while 
I wasn’t sure, I at least hoped it would be, which counted for something. I’d been 
fending off her concerns about her upcoming fertility decline and her desire to have 
children with a concerted campaign in favor of adoption—more a placeholder than 
an actual possibility—which conveniently allowed us all the time in the world.
 I got up to go pee and had to pass through the living room. Lit only by the 
TV, my brother looked up, surprised. He had sections of the sheets wadded up in 
his fists and was wiping his nose and eyes. My path around the mattress routed me 
toward the TV screen. It was the episode where they find out her cancer is terminal. 
I hadn’t seen Cole cry since Dad yelled at him for getting suspended from Cascadia 
Community College.
 On a typical morning, I shower first then eat breakfast, but when I woke, Cole 
was inside the bathroom. Cole had been fired in the past for being late so I was glad 
to see his early start and felt I should be supportive, but twenty minutes later, my toast 
and coffee consumed and Cole still inside, I pounded on the door. When he opened 
it, his Hitler mustache and soul patch were gone, his face was scraped partially free 
of shaving cream, and he had one of M’s disposable pink leg razors in his hand. The 
towel around his waist showcased the odd physique farm life had given him: a tummy 
so big that his innie belly button had become an outie, juxtaposed by his impressively 
muscular arms. “Oh sorry,” he said. “Come on in.” I showered while he finished up. 
 During his first eight-hour shift, the phone—his only responsibility—rang 
just four times. The office window offered a view of the waterfront and he was 
completely unsupervised for long chunks of the day. The assignment suited him so 
perfectly that it didn’t even bother me that he never thanked me for lining it up. 
 For a while our lives found a rhythm. Between ads funded by the region’s 
expanding tech industry and the city’s introduction of a tax break for TV shows 
shooting on location, M’s talents had been in heavy demand, but even at that, her 
schedule remained unpredictable—sometimes working weekends but then with 
strings of days off during the week. I’d been temping at Basetti-Hoffman for a 
few months and they’d recently hired me as their permanent office manager, pay-
ing the $600 finder’s fee to the agency: a high honor and a rarity. The 9-5s passed 
quickly in a blur of spreadsheets and electronic calendars as I coordinated meetings 
between every permutation of the design team, architects, sales, and the company’s 
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construction arm. Because Cole was assigned to an import company, he often had 
to stay late in case of phone calls from distant time zones, so occasionally M and I 
had an hour together at the apartment before he returned.

Each night when I’d come home, I’d see my tan sleeping bag unzipped and spread-
eagle on the unmade fold-out bed. Four years earlier, when Cole and I hiked up 
Mt. Pilchuck, that sleeping bag was the sleeping bag I’d brought. We camped out 
there overnight on Election Day. The precipitating event: I’d asked Cole a question 
about the odds of Slade Gorton’s re-election to the senate and he’d shrugged it off. 
In response, I griped about voter turnout—lowest of the G8 countries, 138 out of 
172 worldwide—and his own complicity in this and found myself locked into argu-
ing that Election Day ought to be a no-work holiday, as it already was in fifteen 
countries, and claiming if it were, voter turnout would, accordingly, skyrocket. 
Cole, who adamantly believed that voting was pointless due to—I don’t know, the 
bogusness of the two-party system, the lesser of two very bad evils, or some other 
bullshit—countered that if Election Day were a holiday, everyone would just pack 
up their coolers and fishing rods and spend the first Tuesday of November up at 
Wynoochee Lake. To sort of settle it, we both agreed to take Election Day off from 
work and backpack into the mountains. I cast an absentee ballot a week before. Cole 
didn’t. The Kachess Ridge Trail was one we’d already hiked close to a dozen times 
on different family vacations. Our dad, a real outdoorsman, worked for Search & 
Rescue and liked nothing better than to backpack into a remote area for the night. 
But when Cole and I got to the campground, the one we’d always stayed at with our 
family, high on the mountainside, it was weirdly flooded. The picnic tables were 
just barely visible above the water’s surface—rectangular monoliths in the middle 
of this new lake that reflected the peaks above us. As we swam out to the campsite, 
I stubbed my toe on a submerged rock that formed one of the fire pits. Lying on the 
tabletops, the sky pinked overhead while the engaged citizenry watched the election 
returns on TV and polling locations gradually closed in different time zones. For 
me, huddled in the tan sleeping bag, that night became an extended space in which 
both candidates and no candidates had won, but I think for my brother this time 
extended even further and came to envelop much of the time that came after.

My keys clanked in the knob as I shoved the front door open. The narrow front 
hallway formed Cole’s voice and M’s laugh into a tube of sound. Cole was home 
early.  “—about 250 points from my previous high score,” I heard Cole say. 
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 To the right of the entrance was the scuff mark from where one of Cole’s 
moving boxes had scraped against the wall. I stood and listened. “I’d been on the 
Atari emulator website every day since I’d started the job so my personal high score 
is actually some pretty serious business.” Cole was in full-on anecdote-recitation 
mode. “It’s an hour after lunch break. Mr. Kindree’s been in his office the whole 
time and then—BAM!—manila folders are suddenly rubbing against each other just 
behind my right ear. It’s Kindree and he’s pissed.” Cole shifted into a low authorita-
tive boss voice. “‘I don’t pay you to do this,’ Kindree says.” 
 Stepping inside, I closed our swollen, or possibly sagging, front door, which 
takes a lot of force and the gust of air sent the little clots of dust that’d accumulated 
in the corners jetting down the hallway toward Cole’s voice. 
 “Kindree sticks his finger into my line of sight, between me and the monitor, 
and I turn to give him a look that I hope communicates something like, C’mon, your 
office phone hasn’t even rang once since I came back from my 10:15 smoke break, like, 
You’re wasting my time not vice/versa. Peripherally, I see pixelated chunks of space 
rocks strike the border of the sidebar ad and then I hear the sound effect that tells 
me that my triangular spaceship just got creamed by a meteorite. I’m livid.”
 “Wait!” This was M speaking. “You had the sound effects on this whole time? 
That’s gutsy.”
 Cole and M were still hidden around the corner, inside the kitchen as I shuf-
fled quietly into the living room. 
 “So, this shit just got personal,” he continued, “like, I don’t pester Kindree 
about my timesheet when he’s invoicing some furniture store in Kennewick or fill-
ing out a bill of lading for some balsa wood futon rack. Why’s he gotta fuck up my 
scene? ‘Why are you wasting time?’ he asks and, well, that’s just ignorant. I tell him. 
I tell him real slow-like so the dullard’ll get it. I tell him, look, video games aren’t 
wastes of time. I tell Kindree that video games are windows into our post-literate 
future, that I’m participating in a nascent cultural dialogue—a dialogue, which he 
has shut himself off to. I tell him three words: Shlain. Goddess. Alphabet. My main 
man, Dr. Leonard Shlain, is a neurosurgeon and, you know, expert who believes 
that the future of communication is interactive, visual—a return to the type of com-
munication that pervaded human life before written language. I offer to let Kindree 
borrow my copy of Shlain’s The Goddess vs. The Alphabet but he’s not having it. At 
this point, the phone starts ringing for the first time in, what?—close to five hours?” 
Tacked into the wall above the television was a group photo of the shared social 
circle that M and I met through: Severin, who’d worked at the climbing gym, Jillian, 
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who’d gone to Ballard with M. People I’d known from college had combined with 
her friends from growing up in the city. Even M’s childhood friend Ashleigh was 
there—which was, at the time of the picture, particularly rare. When was the last 
time we’d seen any of those people?  
 “So, the phone’s ringing—” Cole made a sound Bring!, which communicated 
the ring of a telephone. The sound was a holdover from when telephones had physi-
cal bells in them. “But now I’m fired up and I don’t want to lose my train of thought. 
Teaching tool, I tell him. The Asteroids emulator site might not look like much, but 
I tell him this is the medium—Bring! Bring!—which will inform future executive 
decisions at the highest levels of government and business. This is the medium 
which will inform his worthless children.” 
 M’s giggle hid the clunk as I knocked over Cole’s metal canteen, its fall cush-
ioned by the soft turquoise fabric of his fanny pack. I stepped aside M’s makeup 
case that she took with her to each freelance assignment and then unceremoniously 
deposited on the living room floor when she returned each evening. 
 “Bring! Bring!—so I tell Kindree about my idea for an educational video game. 
It won’t teach them U.S. history or fundamentals of physics or entrepreneurial 
capitalism—it’s about how to go down on a girl. It’s for all those teenage boys—
Bring!—who are at home with their Playstation instead of talking trash and screw-
ing in the woods like normal kids. It gives them skills they can really use, maybe 
even need. Instead of the usual handheld controller, it’s this thing you have to put in 
your mouth. It’s like a retainer or headgear, something this demographic is all too 
familiar with. You have to lick the controller in certain flat-tongued patterns that 
correlate to the labia and the clit and so I demonstrate for him—” I stepped into the 
kitchen just in time to see Cole pulsating the meat of his tongue while M laughed 
into her hand. Then Cole looked over and acknowledged me. “Hey Brian,” he said, 
“maybe you’d like this game.” That got M roaring with laughter until she sent me a 
look of guilty embarrassment but even that didn’t keep her from busting up again.
Winded, M gasped in enough air to exhale words. “So Kindree wasn’t so into the 
concept?” 
 “The call went to voicemail,” he said. “It was just some bullshit job.”
 “You got fired?” I asked. Cole shrugged affirmatively. I looked at M leaning 
against the plastic laminate countertop and Cole with his arms crossed in front of 
the silver rim of the sink. I seemed to be the only one in the room who was disap-
pointed.

*
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Naked long-haired children crawled on all fours across a rocky slab of waterfront on 
Cole’s wall in high school: a poster for Led Zeppelin’s Houses of the Holy. Headphones 
on, he would shout the lyrics to “Good Times, Bad Times” over the motor thrum as 
he mowed the lawn. Older than me, Cole indoctrinated me with his musical tastes 
from an early age. Not until he packed up his box of cassettes and transported 
them to his new room in a shared apartment near Cascadia Community College 
did I begin to listen with my own ears: Desmond Dekker, Dave Brubeck, Elastica. 
Noticing the rapport M and Cole seemed to have, it was as if Cole, the ultimate Led 
Zeppelin fan, had suddenly noted the odd syncopation, captivating chord changes, 
and cross-cultural eccentricities of Gilberto Gil’s tropicália. I felt not threatened by 
his interest in M but strangely vindicated: for once my taste had been upheld. 

Cole was unemployed following his confrontation with Kindree and then M 
wrapped up a billboard shoot for PEMCO insurance Saturday afternoon, which was 
earlier than expected, freeing up the first half of the week that followed:

sunday monday tuesday wednesday

Cole’s & my frank 
discussion about 
his finances. C 
offers to take on 
chores: clean the 
bathroom, mop, 
and launder our 
clothing.

M & C visit the 
humane society, 
feign interest in 
adopting a cat or 
dog so that they’re 
permitted to pet 
and play with each 
of the various 
breeds. 

M & C sunbathe 
in Marymoor 
Park. Watch 
divorce trials at 
the municipal 
courthouse. Visit 
the central library, 
laugh at nude pho-
tography books.

M works a 
14-hour shift on 
a commercial for 
Cutter & Buck golf 
apparel. C finally 
gets around to the 
laundry. Other 
tasks remain 
incomplete.

 On that Wednesday, I’d been proofing our company’s responses—a combined 
effort between a variety of departments—to a spate of recent RFPs from the city’s 
planning and development office and when I got home, M was still working, but 
Cole was sorting laundry in the living room. With his typical disregard for indi-
vidual personal boundaries, Cole had washed all of our clothes together, includ-
ing lights and colors. “Are these your tiger-striped undies?” Cole asked. I looked 
over puzzled. “Or at least there’s one brown stripe on the inside.” He turned them 
unpleasantly inside out then grinned at me. “How are things going with you and 
M?” he asked, sounding, I thought, genuinely interested.
 “Oh, they’re good,” I said, “really good.”
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 Cole idly moved a bra, crumpled from being tumble-dried, into M’s pile. 
“They say ‘bedroom’ and ‘boredom’ are anagrams.”
 What was that supposed to mean? “Do they?” I asked. “I thought you and 
what’s his name—your hero—didn’t like the alphabet.”
 “No,” he said with a chuckle. “That would be oversimplifying it. On the farm, 
Oliver and I used to play Hangman all the time.” 
Two adult men playing Hangman for hours on end 
on a farm in the middle of nowhere: embarrassing, 
really. I’d met Oliver once. His scrawny frame was 
topped with his brown bangs that were balding 
into a cloven forelock. Cole smiled. “It was Shlain’s 
book—Goddess vs. The Alphabet—that helped me to 
see the game’s epistemological value. In Hangman 
the more mistakes we make about language, the 
more we learn about the body.” I recalled my most 
recent view of my face. I’d been washing my hands in the bathroom after my 
post-work piss. I’d looked older than I’d expected—pale and thin. My cheekbones 
were visible but not in an attractive way. “If a player’s mastery and intuition about 
language is perfect,” Cole continued, “the body remains wholly invisible. The game 
teaches us that only by forgetting language can we—” 
 “Wait,” I said. What had he meant by his bedroom-boredom comment?
 “—see the body. Only through mistakes—” 
 What had M told him about our sex life? 
 “—can we truly understand our corporeal selves. But complete knowledge of 
the body—” 
 “Shut up for a second.” 
 “—of the self, can only be achieved—”
 “Cole, wait,” I said. 
 “—through death,” and, for a moment, Cole’s face looked hard and stricken. 
The constant movement that typically animated him had moved somewhere deep 
inside.  One of the upstairs neighbors emptied her recycling into one of the street-
side cans and its clatter filtered in through the wire screen in the open window.  
 “Cole,” I said. I just wanted him to admit it. “You’re living in my apartment 
that I pay for. You’re not working and you’re trying to screw my girlfriend.”
 He put aside whatever internal process had been going on earlier. Cole looked 
totally calm for the first time since he’d arrived. He shook his head slowly back and 

With his typical 
disregard for indi-
vidual personal 
boundaries, Cole 
had washed all 
of our clothes 
together, including 
lights and colors.
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forth. “It’s sad how obsessed with sex you are. It’s like the only thing you can think 
about.”
 “I’m obsessed with sex?” I was totally incredulous. “You’re insane.”
 He spoke to me with a condescension that indicated that he—and only he—
saw the big picture. “In contemporary life, there’s so little physicality: no planting 
bulbs in rich loamy soil, no releasing a well-aimed arrow into the chest of a doe, no 
nailing together two sturdy planks of just-sawn wood. The only remaining outlet 
for that physicality is sex and so people line up in droves to devote far too much 
mental space to it.” My unemployed brother punctuated this with a look of unregu-
lated pity. In my mind: Cole, forced out of my apartment, reclined on a synthetic 
flannel blanket surrounded by other cots in the men’s homeless shelter near Harbor 
Island. The thought filled me with joy.
 “If you like doing physical work so much—” I said.
 “Late capitalism has duped you into an obsession with sex, seeing it in every 
interpersonal connection.”
 “—why don’t you do some of it then?”
 He splayed his fingers wide, waggled all ten of them at me then exaggeratedly 
mated a pair of my thin navy office socks together. “Doing it right now, bro,” he 
said, lobbing the socks into my pile. 

Just below the thumbtack that pins the photo of M’s and my shared social circle to 
the wall opposite the unfolded couch, stands Ashleigh. In it, she has on a mustard-
colored stretchy sweater that clings to her tits. On the lower half of her face is a 
smear of lip gloss that reflects the red and white neon from the Budweiser light in 
the bar’s window. She’s the only girl tall enough to stand in the back row with the 
boys—she’s in between me and Severin—while M, Jillian, and the others crouch 
in the front. Taken two and a half years earlier, during a time when Ash was in 
constant transit to New York or Milan, her rare presence must have electrified the 
otherwise standard night out at the Owl N’ Thistle. In the photo, M glances back at 
her with a mix of gratitude and fear.

After our laundry-sorting disagreement, Cole and I didn’t speak much during the 
days that followed. Saturday I reluctantly invited him to join M, her old friend 
Ashleigh and me for brunch. A new breakfast place, offering bottomless mimosa 
pitchers, had recently opened inside a renovated firehouse that had been closed in 
last year’s round of budget cuts. 
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 “If the calf comes out ass-first,” Cole continued the anecdote he’d begun in 
line, “about half the time it either dies, kills the mom, or both.” While we’d been 
waiting for a table, Ash had towered over M but, seated at the booth—Cole and 
Ash on one slab of vinyl cushioning, M and I on the opposite one—the two women 
became the same height: Ash was all leg. “So I’m elbow-deep in the heifer’s pussy, 
reaching into its uterus, trying to—” I browsed the menu, tuning out Cole. 
 It sounded like late-era Billy Joel on the sound system and, at a frequency 
below it, the bass line from banda music bled through the swinging doors from the 
line cooks’ work station. “I saw Hector,” M said, looking over at Ash. “He was set-
dressing a Cinnabon billboard shoot I was working on. He wanted me to tell you 
hi.” Ash winced. Having been unwillingly ejected from it, she wasn’t pleased to hear 
from those still inside the industry. Ash’s lack of verbal response reimmersed us in 
the hush of decision-making, staring at the specials chalked on the blackboard.
 “How’d your date go last week?” M asked Ash. 
 Ash closed her menu. She was wearing a thin white shirt and black bra. Ouch. 
Before answering, she stared longingly at a framed photo of Ladder Crew 17 from 
1978, all of them sporting Burt Reynolds mustaches and posing proudly in front of 
the extinguished but smoldering remains of a family home. “It was okay,” she said 
and went into a play-by-play of several medium-grade dates and flirtations. M and 
I listened with rapt vicarious attention from within the confines of our relation-
ship while Cole, wobbling the surfaces of our coffees, knuckled the song’s rhythm 
against the table. Cole’s familiarity with it cued me to the truth: It wasn’t Billy Joel 
on the sound system, I realized. It was Led Zeppelin’s “Fool in the Rain,” their most 
Billy Joel-esque song. 
 “You gotta use the Laugh-and-Touch,” M counseled, looking proud of her 
practical contribution. “It’s an essential technique for twenty-first-century dating.”
 “Duh,” Ash said, dismissively. 
 Ash’s foot brushed against my ankle, difficult to construe as flirtation: Her 
perfectly sculpted legs were so long that they would inevitably graze others beneath 
any table. 
 The upper- and mid-range frequencies of the banda music became audible 
as the doors to the kitchen swung open, emitting a waiter holding several plates, 
the tallest of which was a stack of pancakes, dripping with syrup. A plate of hash 
browns, sunnyside-ups, and sausage appeared in front of Cole. The food reawak-
ened Cole to the presence of others around him. “What’s this thing?” he asked, 
saturating his hash browns with hot sauce. “What’s this Laugh-and-Touch?”
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 M explained: A girl laughs at a guy’s joke—forcing the laugh if necessary—
then casually touches him on the knee or thigh. M offered her testimonial: “Never 
fails,” and glanced at me meaningfully over the top of her mimosa glass. I recalled 
the night at the Owl N’ Thistle when we’d first met and how her laughter had vali-
dated me. Uncomfortable at the thought, I refilled my glass with the pitcher’s sickly 
yellowish liquid. 
 Ash’s fork brought a chunk of melon from her fruit plate to her full lips. 
Swallowing, she interjected her disagreement on the specifics of the technique, 
favoring a variation known as the Laugh-Touch-and-Squeeze, in which a gentle 
squeeze is added to the end of the sequence. Sassy. 
 M shot her a skeptical look. “That’s total overkill.” 
 Noting my inherent bias as M’s live-in boyfriend, M and Ash turned to Cole 
as an impartial judge of their respective methods. He was encouraged to continue 
the breech-birth calf story he’d been telling earlier as a test case while first M, then 
Ash, demoed their preferred approach. Cole’s story was more odd than funny, but 
M managed to laugh then reached awkwardly under and across the table to touch 
Cole’s thigh. Ash, sitting beside him, had an easier time of it. Agitated, I wiped 
orange pulp from the edges of my mouth as I emptied a fourth mimosa. 
 Cole glanced thoughtfully at some of the restaurant’s brass fixtures. M and 
Ash waited expectantly for his verdict. “I think on a bad night it might take the 
squeeze to get my attention,” he determined, siding with Ash, who appeared radi-
antly vindicated even beneath the somewhat geometric layer of blush she’d applied 
to her cheeks—its inexpert application a testament to M’s profession. M polished off 
our third pitcher with an injured look. Until that morning, M’d had a monopoly on 
Cole’s attention and flirtation. “I just felt so alive,” Cole concluded, “I mean, there 
I was covered in afterbirth, holding a healthy baby cow. Life, man. So crazy.” Ash’s 
victory smile widened at the thought of rural masculine labor and M’s eyes lit up 
with thwarted desire, for a child, for Cole, for both: Oh god, she was into him.
 “The commune sounds twice as interesting as M and Brian’s place in 
Wallingford,” said Ash—a comment I tried not to take personally. “Why’d you leave 
it?” she asked.
 Cole cleared his throat. “P.D. Ouspensky perfectly summarized my reasons 
with a story in his 1973 volume Self and the Other. In it, scientists receive a series 
of video transmissions from a distant planet.” Wishing the worst for Cole, I was 
pleased his flirtation had deteriorated with a jerky misstep into monologue. “Even 
though the videos are from light years away, there’s people in the video. Just like 
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you and me,” Cole said, bending and unbending his index finger, pointing first at 
himself, then Ash, then back again at a moment when Ash seemed acutely aware of 
the difference between the “you” and the “me” that Cole was collectively indicating. 
 “No,” she said, “what I was trying to ask about was why—” 
 “At first, scientists are skeptical of the video,” Cole continued. “Is it a fake? 
They—the scientists—double-check the coordinates of the video’s transmission ori-
gins. There is no doubt. A manned expedition is planned. However, at this time—
perhaps, let’s say, only fifty years from now—the speed of space travel has increased 
only slightly from our current capacities. Eight people—four couples—are packed 
into a spaceship with enough food to get them there. The astronauts who sign up 
for the journey won’t live to see their destination. Neither will their children. In 
fact, neither will their grandchildren’s grandchildren. The module won’t arrive on 
the planet for another ten generations so the travelers live lives of boredom, pro-
creation, and death. Their children curse their ancestors for signing up for such a 
worthless existence. They are filled with doubt.” Cole paused dramatically. “So, ten 
generations later, the ship enters the atmosphere of this distant planet and as the 
dust settles from the landing, the doors open and the ship’s occupants are greeted 
by—”
 I gestured for the check.
 “—humans—male and female, fleshy, brown and pink people: humans, 
blessed, wonderful humans, who are very eager to meet their visitors. But the 
occupants of the ship have changed. They are not like us. Ten generations later, the 
descendants of the original travelers are intensely inbred: web-toed with double-
jointed limbs and a mono-nostril like serious cokeheads have. They have become 
something different.” He then concluded thoughtfully and a little sadly, “The jour-
ney always changes us.”
 Ash stared blankly at him. “I don’t get it. So why’d you leave the farm?”
 Cole nervously looked down at his yolk-smeared plate until the waiter 
removed it from him and he was forced to again look at his perplexed questioner. “I 
just wanted some more—what the fuck do you call that shit?” He paused. It came to 
him. “—quality time—with my brother.”
 Ash peered at the bill and I obscured her view with a debit card. As long as I 
was paying for Cole and M, I may as well cover hers as well. 
 Buzzed, we piled into my car. Leaning against the divide between front and 
back seats, Ash’s flat-champagne breath gave me directions to drop her off at her 
parents’ house. Beside Ash in the backseat, M clutched her enlarged post-brunch 
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stomach as it strained against her Herchcovitch t-shirt with its printed image of 
Mickey Mouse with one of his eyeballs gouged out, dangling down, and a pointed 
tongue extending from Mickey’s grinning mouth to lick it. 
 M groaned, “Oh my God, my food baby is totally going to have fetal alcohol 
syndrome.”
 Ash gave a masculine chuckle and then, delighted by her friend’s reaction to 
the joke, M laughed the realest and most robust version of her laugh—a laugh I 
always thought of as The Jammed Pistol: M’s mouth opened wide—but silently—
and then, a moment later, a loud throaty HA! shot out—and, at that, the two women 
folded in toward each other from the waist up, anchored only by their seatbelts, 
collapsing into a pile with a laughter far more intense than had been deployed for 
the purpose of male attention. This was a laughter that gave men unease instead of 
affirmation; almost unconsciously, I ran my tongue across the surface of my teeth in 
search of leftover breakfast spinach blotting out an incisor. Their laughter was full 
of terrifying beauty and a feeling of profound ignorance washed over me. When we 
reached Ash’s parents’ place, the giggling of the two women was just beginning to 
wind down and the two had to separate.

About a month before Cole had called to say he needed to leave the cooperative 
farm, M and I’d dozed off after she’d experienced a manually stimulated double 
orgasm listening to NWA’s Straight Outta Compton while my penis, stoic, had 
remained unhard listening to The Police’s Ghost in the Machine. In the dream that 
followed, an unseen hand filmed me fucking two girls at once in two different 
time signatures: a curvy redhead in 4/4 and a slender blonde in 6/4. In the dream, 
I or—to give credit where credit is due, we—created a polyrhythm. Awakened by 
my moistened underwear, my rationalism disassembled the fantasy. Was it possible 
to fuck in 6/4? To fuck two girls at once required two dicks and two pelvises, not 
at all how it was in the dream. To actually create a film festival-quality porn video 
revolving around polyrhythms would necessitate two couples working in tandem: 
another guy fucking the second girl right beside me. Sleepless, I was unable to 
determine whether that idea was hot or creepy until I recalled that in Hammer of the 
Gods, author Stephen Davis claims that, during the 1975 U.S. tour, John Bonham 
was always putting the band up to doing shit like that when they fucked groupies.

Back at M’s and my apartment, post-brunch, M, coming down from the cham-
pagne, slunk off to the shower. Cole was stooped over, blocking the narrow path 
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around his mattress, gaping at the low-hung photo of Ash posed with the rest of 
our social circle. Parched from salted potatoes I’d washed down with hot brown 
and cold yellow diuretics, I opened my mouth and felt the sticky gel between its roof 
and my tongue. Cole was obstructing my route to a cold glass of water. “Thanks for 
introducing me to Ash,” Cole said. “She seems great.”
 I scanned my brother’s hunched form and felt a certain kind of pity for him. 
Given breakfast’s flirtation, Ash’s penchant for troubled souls and her stated dissat-
isfaction with the current overview of her dating life, I opted to take an encouraging 
tack. “Who knows?” I said, sensing the onset of a dehydration headache. “You might 
have a chance with her.”
 Cole perked up with something like confidence, abruptly upright and facing 
me. “Oh yeah?” he said. “She’s easy, huh? A real town bicycle,” implying the slur’s 
continuation: everyone’s had a ride on her. It seems illustrative that Cole perceived 
any woman who would be attracted to him as, to use a problematic term, a “slut.” I 
shot him a look that I hoped communicated: crass-adolescent-inaccurate. 
 He pivoted to the defensive. “Oh, come on,” he said, wheedling. “Do you have 
a problem with that term? I mean, it’s so Norman Rockwell.” I struggled to recall 
a Saturday Evening Post cover image in which Brylcreem-haired police officers, 
gap-toothed Eagle Scouts, yellow-rain-gear-clad fishermen, and clean-cut freshly 
returned naval midshipmen upbraid a wayward—i.e. sexually empowered—girl. 
“Think about it: town bicycle.” Cole said. “The term is an artifact of nostalgic fan-
tasy. Even deep in the Eisenhower-era Midwest, was there ever a township trustful 
enough that everyone—from the malt shop clerk to the postman—shared a single 
Sears-and-Roebuck three-speed?” 
 In an expansive gesture, Cole extended his arms on either side, taking up even 
more of the area I needed to pass through. I pictured the rushing water of the sink. 
“It’s heartwarming,” he smirked. “Just the thought of it makes me want to set that 
girl Ash atop the handlebars of that small trusting bicycle, pedal down Main Street, 
showing her the sights—the steady spiral of the barber pole, the sweatily confounded 
local dog catcher—then bring her back to my modest but well maintained apartment, 
just upstairs from the five and dime, and fuck the ever-living shit out of her.”
 I chuckled hoarsely at the impossibility of that apartment being well-main-
tained. “Do you need me to co-sign for that apartment,” I asked, crouching to pick 
up one of his dirty undershirts from the floor and tossing it on top of his mattress, 
where he might be more aware of it, “or have you, um, thought about getting a job 
so you’ll be able to pay rent on your quaint little middle-American fuck-pad?” 
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 “I get it,” Cole said, indignant, and, as he swiveled away from me and stormed 
into the kitchen, alleged over his shoulder, “You’d like me to get a job.” Following 
after him, my foot sent a stray tube of chapstick that he’d left on the living room 
floor scudding into the kitchen, where—horizontal—it spun clockwise in the cen-
ter of the tile floor. Seeing that I had followed him, he did something similar: As 
if to mimic the chapstick, Cole rotated in the center of the room looking for where 
to go next in order to avoid me. M’s shower hissed through the bathroom’s closed 
door. Cole glanced anxiously, first at it, then, less optimistically, at the open win-
dow. Short of jumping out the window and falling two stories or barging into the 
bathroom and enlisting naked wet M in his defense, it seemed he was stuck sharing 
space with me. The chapstick’s rotation slowed until it came to rest, its lid point-
ing toward him. “I don’t know how you can care about that shit—” he said, leaning 
against the short section of the L-shaped kitchen counter, “—careers, marble coun-
tertops, moving up in the company, sealing contracts.”
 “Marble countertops?” I rasped in disbelief through my dry throat, looking at 
the sticky wood laminate surface Cole was propped against. He was blocking the 
cupboard with the drinking glasses in it.
 “You know why I don’t care about that shit?” Cole went on. “Because it doesn’t 
matter. Because that shit doesn’t matter. Melting polar ice caps, irradiated war 
zones—”
 “Cole—” My voice was coming only from my throat. “Why’d you leave the 
farm?”
 Cole smiled patiently. “In P.D. Ouspensky’s 1968 treatise on community—”
 “No,” I said. His evasive answers hid something. “You. Not P.D. Ouspensky. 
Not Leonard Shlain. Not the guy with his dick in the river. You. Let me rephrase 
my question: Why did they kick you out?” He’d never told me that was what had 
happened but instinctively I knew it was true.
 His mouth opened then closed then opened again. I’d once had a goldfish that 
used to make the same gesture. Cole had scooped it out of its tank and pressed it 
against the nodes of a 9-volt. “Why would anyone trust me?” Cole asked and let it 
hang there. He had a point. “I planned a hike.” A hike? It seemed a lesser sin than 
I’d expected. “It was going to be a real paradigm-melter. No trail. No compass. As 
P.D. Ouspensky says—” 
 My eye roll and exasperated hand flick asked if this was relevant. Cole nodded 
that it was.
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 “P.D. Ouspensky says, ‘When trapped in the prison of heaven, we can only 
escape by following our own darkest aspects.’” He ruminated on it but winced at the 
arrival of an unpleasant thought and so continued his own story to distract himself 
from it. “The plan for the hike was this: Oliver and I would begin at dawn and trek 
in whichever direction our shadows pointed and keep doing this for the entire day. 
As the sun rose, our shadows pointed west, leading us to trample our rows of mus-
tard greens, which we’d been tending since we planted them in late July. After that, 
the shadows of our heads touched the base of the tool shed and we knew we had to 
climb it. Loose shingles rained down as Oliver and I spilled over the other side.”
 Meanly amused at the idiocy of it, I jetted air through my nostrils. Through 
the bathroom door, I heard the clatter of a dropped shampoo bottle and remem-
bered the first time M and I showered together: Her curled fingers—in a gesture 
that recalled a harpist—had combed through her eternally wet-looking hair, 
momentarily truly wet, while I shower-gelled the undersides of her breasts.
 “Then, hopping the neighbor’s barbed wire,” Cole continued. “I snagged the 
crotch of my pants and tore a hole. We forded a trash-filled ravine and an eight-lane 
highway.” I pictured them: Cole’s turquoise fanny-pack practically Heimliching 
him, the forked tongue of Oliver’s bangs lapping his forehead. “By noon, our shad-
ows had shrunk until they hid beneath us and we stopped for lunch. The idea was 
that as the sun passed its midpoint our shadows would reverse direction and point 
us back home, but instead, during what was supposed to be our return, the land-
scape was entirely unfamiliar: a dry lake bed and a radio tower jutting up from a 
flat field of grass. As the sun sank low, I realized our mistake: late fall, northern 
hemisphere. The sun had pointed us first west, then east, but because of its angle at 
that time of year, it had been sending us somewhat north the entire time as well. 
 “Oliver was leading as it grew dark,” Cole said, hesitating. Standing there in 
my kitchen, Cole wanted to turn back. He didn’t want that story to be about him 
anymore. 
 “And?” I asked. I wanted him to continue forward. “What happened next?” My 
throat was so dry it hurt to speak. 
 “No, I remember I was in front. I know it because Oliver groaned and told me 
my fanny pack was glowing. I’d brought a flashlight with us. We’d tested the bat-
teries at the start of the trip. I must have forgotten to turn it off. We hadn’t noticed 
while the sun was up but the flashlight had been on all day inside the bag. The bat-
teries were almost gone and we were totally lost. Oliver was furious. He took it with 
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him and stomped off into the tall grasses to take a piss.” Cole lifted his hand from 
where it cupped his face and lightly hit himself on the side of his forehead with the 
butt of his palm. “Then I heard him yell.
 “The flashlight was lying beside him—a little dim light on the grass—and I 
could see Oliver sprawled on the ground, blood all over his penis. A snake had bit-
ten him on the head of his dick and he’d peed all over himself. Oliver’s dick had 
always been smaller than mine—you just know these things after three years on a 
communal farm—but suddenly it was girthier. It was like watching a fruit ripen 
before my eyes and then rot. It swelled up until the skin couldn’t stretch anymore—
even that most elastic piece of skin has its limits—and it began to turn first red, then 
purple. The two points where the fangs had pierced the skin were stretched open 
as it expanded, changing from dots into oblong gashes. He begged me to suck the 
poison out but, by that time, it had grown so large that I wasn’t sure if I could fit it 
in my mouth. I didn’t help him. Didn’t know how. But I didn’t leave him. With only 
one flashlight, I worried if I left I wouldn’t be able to find him again. By the time its 
beam went out, Oliver wasn’t moving.” 
 Cole’s head slumped forward and his hands formed two little fists on either 
side of his groin, just below the bend in him caused by leaning against the counter-
top. “Oliver trusted me. I can’t think of anyone else who trusts me.” 
 Was Cole asking me to contradict him? Was I supposed to say, Me. Me, Cole. 
I trust you, through my parched throat even though I’d heard the story he’d just 
told, even though to all appearances he seemed to be trying to father my girlfriend’s 
much-desired child. 
 Instead of addressing me directly, Cole said the rest of this to the dried slick of 
vegetable oil spilled on the northeast section of the linoleum floor. “In the morning 
as the sky grew light,” Cole said, “I saw we’d been less than a mile from the farm.” I 
heard M shut off the shower. “Oliver hadn’t talked to his family in years. The police 
contacted them. Chiara, Mateo, and the other residents went to the service. I didn’t 
think I’d be welcomed. I felt guilty. I acted guilty. I guess it was effective. The oth-
ers soon agreed: I was guilty. I had caused his death. His mistake was to trust me. 
I isolated myself. I should have been at the household meeting—it was about how 
to memorialize Oliver—but instead I sulked in my room. By the end of it, they’d 
reached a consensus that the best way to honor him was to ask me to move out. And 
the worst part is they were probably right. I lost my closest friend but, more than 
that, I lost my community—my family, really.” 
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 I wondered, not for the first time, why Cole’s actual family—our family—had 
never been enough for him. His eyes were red, his cheeks slack. To me, Cole’s self-
hate was just another performance of his self-absorption, a way to get out of the 
blame. I felt like I should reach over and comfort him but I wasn’t at all sure that I 
actually wanted to. I couldn’t help but remember all the times I’d felt the thinness 
of his loyalty and it seemed I wasn’t the only one who’d felt it. I thought of all the 
times he’d undercut my dignity when he’d had something to gain from it.
 The bathroom door clicked open. Vapor particles in the air wafted behind 
her as she stepped into the kitchen. M’s left elbow secured the towel she’d wrapped 
around her. She looked pink and vital. Hot water had brought the blood to the sur-
face of her skin. I don’t think M had heard Cole’s story. She took a look at him. Her 
right hand lifted to cover her mouth, slightly open in surprise and compassion, and 
the taper of her fingers combined with the bend of her wrist to form a diamond over 
that dark open space. Cole was obviously upset. She put a reassuring hand on his 
shoulder and, seeing her touch him, I felt how badly every part of me wanted her. 
My brother is a cock bitch junkie. My brother is a child of God.
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